Unlock Cache Record
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This is a simple task to unlock a record in Cache. Typically, this will
happen when a user edits a record at a workstation and then leaves
the workstation without exiting from the record. An example would be
a nurse is in the patient room and edits the patient record.
Then the nurse leaves the patient room without saving or exiting the
record. The record would be locked. Someone else needs to access the
record and cannot access the record due to the previous lock. There
are a few different ways to unlock the record. The steps below have
proven to be an effective solution.
You will need the Medical Record Number (MRN).
1. Login into Cache
2. d ^%ZeW ----this command will open Lookitt
3. ;lock ----this command will open a screen to choose Patient,
Workstation, Employee, Order
4. ept ----choose ept (Patient) to enter in the MRN
5. Enter the MRN ----now you will see the Cache lock for the MRN.
Make note of the Owner number, aka PID
6. Exit back to the Lookitt prompt
7. D ^%ZdTOOLS ----this command will open a menu to choose an
option
8. Choose option to kill process (#5)
9. Enter the Owner(PID) noted earlier and kill the process
10. Exit completely out of Cache
Note: Any termination of a process in EPIC Cache should be approved by
the TC. Termination of processes can result in logical data corruption.
There are multiple ways to unlock a locked record in Cache. These steps
represent one way to unlock a locked record in Cache.
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